
Information: Development and new election BFD                                    August 30th 2023 

 

Dear YEM Holders, Friends, Brothers and Sisters in Unicorn 

 

Three members of the recently elected BFD (Board of Foundation Directors) decided not to 

accept their election after thorough research about the best way to implement a promising 

project. It became clear that a different framework was needed to implement it successfully 

and quickly. 

Since we were elected as an overall board, this dissolves the whole board and creates the 

need for new elections. 

Four of us are standing for election again. Please see also announcement on 

https://yem.foundation/ 

 

In order to be able to act, we ask for a quick election. We would be grateful if many of you 

would support our desire to effectively promote YEM development in terms of its daily usability 

as a currency to be taken seriously, with a YES-vote.  

While I can only speak for myself, I know this is true for the other 3 candidates as well, we 

have the best interests of ALL YEM Holders at heart. 

As you can guess from the statement from the outgoing party, the parting of the paths will also 

have positives effect for YEM holders. 

I personally see the two paths as complementary and beneficial to each other. This is why I 

strongly welcome this new development of separate but still cooperating paths.  

And also, the YEM will have a very strong development, I am sure about that. It will be a win-

win situation. We will see the time where our YEM will be widely recognized and accepted as 

a serious means of payment and all YEM Holders can rejoice. 

That's why we can not only look forward with joy to the projects that Klaus Bielke and team are 

initiating together, but also to groundbreaking projects and supporting developments with our 

YEM. 

 

 

Warmest greetings, 

Lora M. Bilger 

https://yem.foundation/

